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Carter Blew Saudi Oil Field
The following
by ,U.S. Labor

statement was released on June :J

level Arab quarters. it is known that the kind of

Party Chairman, Lyndon H. La

sabotage conducted could have been accomplished

Info:'mation received here today from top Saudi
government sources confirms the recent sabotage

security establishments. An outside sabotage would

only by persons working

Rouche, Jr.

of a major A rabian oil field was done under
directionofthe United States government.

This is confirmed by circumstantial evidence as

from

inside

Aramco

have required mounting a highly-visible operation
from outside,Saudi Arabia

-

which did not occur.

From the inside, persons with access to certa in key

features of the security arra ngeme n ts could pull off
the sabotage almost on a moment's notice - which

well as direct information received.
First, United States operations in the Persian
Gulf and adjoining regions are under direct,
overlapping directi0'l of key White House aides
Zbigniew Brzezinski and James R. Schlesinller.

the caper was to provide a pretense of cover for the

are reported as directly involved in the execution of

deceived by the charade. Without complicity from

Although Israeli and French intelligence agencies

the

sabotage

operation.

those

agencies

are

presently operating under White House overall

direction - which means Brzezinski. Brzezinski's

recent visit to Switzerland. from which aspects of
the operation were conduited. becomes most in

teresting in this light. as does the u.S. ambassador
to Switzerland, a proponent of the Frailk Nitti
sc::hoolof diplomacy.
, Second. ,our

best

information

is

that

this

operation was not processed through regular U.S.
intelligence channels. but through a special team

'working under direct coordination of Brzezinski.
and that the operation was channelled through for
eign intelligence agencies and multinational cor
porate intelligence networks. to minimize risk of
leaks to conservative intelligence and political cir

cles in the United States.
Third. on the basis of intensive intelligence
briefings this writer earlier received from high-

is what did occur. It is also known that no Arab

faction was involved.

The function of Israeli and French intelligence in

real authors. However,

Saudi security was not

known categories of insiders, which has been
narrowed down, no French-Israeli caper could have
been possible.
,
In the light of this ihCident and others of similar
character. it is most shocking to discover that there

are key circles inside the United States and among

Europea n governments who would rather see the

'

United States radioactively incinerated in World

War III this year than "commit the offense" of

being blamable for provoking a·constitutional c risis
over Jimmy

Carter s impeachment.
the penalty for the kinds of
'

In Saudi Arabia,

crimes committed by the Carter Administration's

accomplices is public beheading by an official
executioner wielding a heavy scimitar. If a few

culprits of U.S. citizenship should end their careers

in such a fashion. remember that the Saudi
executioner may be helping to prevent your
children from freezing this coming winter.

Carter "Uses Polisario To

�pset

Algerian Development Stance
Jimmy Carter has developed a keen interest in the

Saharan refugees currently encamped in southern
Algeria according to a Washington Post feature entitled

, "War in the Sahara." Behind Carter's ambition to "aid"
northern Africa with the introduction of his human rights
campaign, is an administration plan to force Algeria off
the path of development and into a war with their former
ally, Morocco.
The aim of the Carter Administration's multi-edged
destabilization is two-fold: first. to "box in" Algeria.

former spokesman for Third World debt moratorium and
the new world economic order. Secondly. to turn the

.Mahgreb countries (Morocco. Algeria and Tunisia) into
warring factions. thus assuring the collapse of the Soviet

sponsored "Mediterranean zone of peace"

proposal

scheduled for discussion at the Belgrade conference June
15.

L

This squeeze-play is being conducted from the inside

by Algerian Foreign Minister Abdelaziz Bouteflika, and

from the outside by the synthetic Polisario Liberation
Front.

The Polisario. a scraggly band of desert nomads. was
recently heralded in the Atlanticist press for its

"courageous" guerilla war' against Morocco and
Mauritania over the latter's occupation of the contested
Spanish Sahara in Northwest Africa. By supporting the
Polisario. Algeria is pitted against Morocco.

Bouteflika Paves Way for French
Carter's inside man is " playbo y " Foreign Minister

Bouteflika. who recently made gains in an ongoing power

struggle with President Boumedienne. Boumedienne
backed off from his original decision to oust Bouteflika as
Foreign

Minister

during

last

month's

cabinet
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